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Introduction

To our best knowledge, we are the first to use the name ”dictionary-symbolwise”. Many algorithms or
programs that, following our definition, are dictionary-symbolwise have been classified up to now just
as ”dictionary” algorithms or programs. In some sense, and this is a main contribution of this paper,
we are splitting in two parts what was, up to now, considered the class of dictionary algorithms. Indeed, previous classification was unsatisfactory for several reasons and our more accurate subdivision
allowed us to improve previous results and to obtain new ones. Famous viable programs, such as gzip
and zip are dictionary-symbolwise, according to us.
In the scientific literature, there are many data compression algorithms that can be mixed in a sort
of “cocktail” to improve compression rates. In particular, there are two famous compression methods
that can work together: the symbolwise and the dictionary encoding, which are sometimes referred
to as statistical encoding and parsing (or macro) encoding, respectively. In [2] it is possible to find a
survey on these schemes and a description of deep relationships among them (see also [22]).
For us, a data compression algorithm that uses both a dictionary and a symbolwise encoding
belongs to the class of dictionary-symbolwise compressors. Bell, in his 1986 paper ([1]) implements
a suggestion made earlier by Storer and Szymanski in 1982 (see [21]), i.e. to use a free mixture of
dictionary pointers and literal characters in the Lempel-Ziv algorithms, literals only being used when
a dictionary pointer takes up more space than the characters it codes. Bell’s implementation of this
scheme is called LZSS, and adds an extra bit to each pointer or character to distinguish between
them. LZSS uses no symbolwise compression but, since the identity can be viewed as a particular
symbolwise compressor, from a purely formal point of view we can say that LZSS is dictionarysymbolwise and that the whole class of dictionary-symbolwise compressors conceptually derives from
LZSS.
Many papers deal with optimal parsing in dictionary compressions (see for instance[21, 19, 13, 2,
5, 14, 17, 16, 23, 15, 9], that is a way of parsing the input string that minimizes the cost of the encoded
output. A classic way for obtaining an optimal parsing is by reduction to a well-known graph theoretical problem. This holds true also for dictionary-symbolwise compression, if we consider a natural
extension of the optimality notion to such kind of algorithms.
This approach, however, is not recommended in [20] because it is too time consuming. In [16] a
pruning mechanism is described, that allows a more efficient computation and that still enables the
evaluation of an optimal solution. The pruning process may be applied in all cases for which the cost
function satisfies the triangle inequality.
In this paper we show a novel method that allows to obtain an optimal parsing in linear time of
any input under a natural hypothesis on the encoding algorithm and on the cost function. In particular,
the constraint on the cost function is weaker than the triangle inequality. Indeed, in LZ78 and similar
schemes we just require the cost of dictionary pointers to be constant. This hypothesis is natural in this
kind of schemes and it has been used in the main recent optimal-parsing results (cf. for instance [5,
19]. In LZ77-derived scheme, using additional arcs, our method obtain an optimal parsing also when
the cost of dictionary pointers depends logarithmically on the dictionary phrase size, and it is linear
for all practical purposes. This is the very first time that such a kind of result is obtained even for some
subclass of LZ77-derived algorithms.
Our result for the LZ78 case can also be seen as a generalization to the dictionary-symbolwise case
of the result presented in [5] and also of the main result obtained in [19]. Concerning LZ77-derived
algorithms, it improves the non-greedy parsing considered in [10] and used by gzip. The proposed

technique works for any kind of dictionary, static or dynamically changing, for any pointer-coding
function and for any symbolwise compression. This includes all cases considered in [16].
More in detail, our method shows how to build, in the case of LZ78-derived algorithms, in linear
time a subgraph with linear size of the (generalized) classical graph model considered in [16], without
using any pruning mechanism. Moreover, in the case of LZ77 compression schemes, we show how to
exploit CDAWGs (Compact Directed Acyclic Word Graphs, c.f. [3, 7, 11, 12]) to build such parsing
graph. To our best knowledge, this is the first time that CDAWGs are in LZ77 algorithms, instead
of classical structures like DAWGs (non compacted Directed Acyclic Word Graphs, cf.([6]) or suffix
trees ([18]), hashing ([4, 8]. Thanks to CDAWGs, under some additional hypothesis, it is also possible
to build the graph and achieve an optimal parsing in an online linear manner.
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